Work Zone Crashes Top Error Codes

- **2011**: 19.2% - Failure to avoid stopped vehicle, 11.0% - Fail to maintain lane, 10.5% - Ran off road
- **2012**: 18.4% - Failure to avoid stopped vehicle, 10.5% - Fail to maintain lane, 8.9% - Ran off road
- **2013**: 18.7% - Failure to avoid stopped vehicle, 10.3% - Speed too fast, 9.1% - Follow too close
- **2014**: 17.4% - Failure to avoid stopped vehicle, 9.0% - Follow too close, 8.1% - Fail to yield
- **2015**: 18.9% - Failure to avoid stopped vehicle, 9.9% - Follow too close, 6.3% - Speed too fast
- **5-yr Avg**: 18.6% - Failure to avoid stopped vehicle, 9.0% - Follow too close, 8.5% - Fail to maintain lane

Source: Oregon Dept of Transportation, Crash Analysis & Reporting, 2015 data is preliminary.